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How to watch live streams in 3
easy steps:

How to experience the online
photo gallery in 3 steps:

- Visit thinline.us and click STREAM in the main menu.

- Visit thinline.us and click PHOTO in the main menu.

- Register (RSVP) for every film you want to watch.
This will send you a reminder before each screening
you select.

- Browse through each photograph, you can filter
by category.

- Make sure to login before the start time of each
screening!

Come Experience
MOVIE TAVERN

DENTON

DINE-IN AUDITORIUMS • COMFY RECLINERS
FULL BAR • STADIUM SEATING

- Login to the gallery via Facebook and vote for your
favorite photographs.

RESERVE YOUR SEATS AT MOVIETAVERN.COM
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POINT BANK
TEXAS FILM COMMISSION

SUPPORT LOCAL. SHOP LOCAL.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS

THIN LINE ENCOURAGES ALL GUESTS TO PLEASE CONSIDER SHOPPING
LOCALLY, SUPPORTING OUR WONDERFUL SMALL BUSINESSES.
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DENTON COUNTY COMMUNITY REMEMBRANCE PROJECT

GET YOUR
2020 THIN
LINE FEST
SHIRT
ONLINE
TODAY!

THINLINE.US

CLICK ON “STORE”5

FAQ
How do I access the film live streams?

Go to the festival website thinline.us and click STREAM in the main menu to launch the new Festival Portal.

What are the system requirements to watch the live streams?

You will need a computer (laptop or desktop) with at least an Intel core i3 processor and 4GB of RAM. Most
computers made within the last five years will meet these specifications. Or you can use a mobile device with
iOS or Android. You will also need internet connectivity with at least 5Mbps bandwidth. Most connections will
have at least this much. To check your speed visit speedtest.net. For the best experience, we recommend using
a hard-line connection or ensure you are within a few feet from your wireless router.

Is there a recommended browser?

We recommend using the latest version of the Google Chrome browser. FireFox and Edge should work as well.

Can I watch on a Roku, Amazon Fire Stick or Apple TV?

No, this year's live streams are not compatible with these devices. Even though these systems offer a browser
app, the video stream is not guaranteed to work.

Can I chromecast the stream to my TV?

If you are using a Windows PC then you can cast the browser to your Android TV or connected Chromecast.
Click the menu within Chrome and select Cast, then select your device. However, this may not be the
experience you were hoping for.

What is the best way to watch on my TV?

We recommend using a laptop connected to your TV via HDMI. Connect an HDMI cable from your laptop to your
TV's HDMI port and then make sure you set the correct input on your TV. Then make sure to click the fullscreen
button on the live stream. This will provide the highest quality streaming experience.

If I have already registered for the festival through Eventbrite, do I need to register again?

No, we have created an account for you in the new Festival Portal. Your username is your email address and
your password is your Eventbrite order number. If you can't find your order number then you can click Forgot
Password at the Festival Portal login screen and type in the email address you used when you registered
through Eventbrite. You will receive an email with instructions for resetting your password.

What if I registered multiple people at once?

Only the primary registrant was transferred to the new Festival Portal. This is probably good enough for you
since you only need one login per household. If one of your other registrants needs their own login they will
need to re-register through the Festival Portal.

Will I be able to watch a film later?

No, films will stream live ONLY. These are live events so you will need to login and access a particular screening
before the start time to watch the film.

Can I join a stream late?

Yes, but you won't be able to go back and watch what you missed.
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wonderful staf f volunteers
University & Community Engagement
Student Learning Lab Activites
& Event Venue

Join us for re-imagined events
and exhibits as we launch
the

UNT CoLAB!

Coming Soon to our NEW location

207 N. Elm St.

940.369.8257
@untonthesquare

Diamond Rodrigue - PROGRAM DESIGNER
Charlie Hunter - DIGITAL MARKETING
Kelsey Hawkins - PUBLIC RELATIONS
Nikki Crouse - SOCIAL MEDIA
Amber Tyler - TRANSPORTATION
Joe Aristeo Sillas - HOSPITALITY
Radu Jitariu - HOSPITALITY
Petra Kelly - VOLUNTEERS
Taylor Weidman - VOLUNTEERS
Brandon Donner - PHOTOGRAPHY VOLUNTEERS
Andrew Gamba - VIDEOGRAPHER VOLUNTEERS
Willie Cole - PHOTOGRAPHY
Xochitl Gonzalez - PHOTOGRAPHY
Preston Pettit
Sam Mott
Arnila Guha - FILM
Rania Elmalky - FILM

Anita Sugimura Holsapple - FILM
Bart Weiss - FILM
Ellen Sackett- FILM
Farhad Mohammadi - FILM
Garrett Graham - FILM
Gavin Shaw - FILM
Holly Wright - FILM
Kim McGehee - FILM
Lea Hamilton - FILM
Mary Salazar - FILM
Mellina Stucky - FILM
Richard Sale - FILM
Ryne Clem - ASSISTANT, FILM PROGRAMMING
Isabel Deniz - MUSIC
Scott Hawthorne - MUSIC

DID YOU KNOW...

Thin Line Fest is a 501(3)(c), not-for-profit
organization. The board, committee leaders,
and festival staff are all volunteers.
The Thin Line Board of Directors and
staff would like to sincerely thank all
the volunteers who make this event
possible. This year in particular
required more people, more
resources, and more effort. There
are hundreds of individuals who have
generously given their time, money,
and energy to put on this one-of-akind event. Thank you!
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-Thin Line Board & Staff
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about the

Joshua Butler

President/Festival Director
Joshua moved to Denton from his hometown of
Houston in 2003 to pursue a degree in filmmaking.
In 2004, Joshua started a non-profit organization
called Texas Filmmakers to provide filmmaking
resources to the local student filmmaking scene.
Today, Texas Filmmakers focuses solely on
producing Thin Line Fest. In December, Joshua
quit his comfy corporate job and started a new
business, Falcon Events, a company focused
exclusively on virtual events. Joshua is a very
lucky man to have a beautiful wife, Denise, and
two adorable children.

Mindy Arendt

Vice President & Marketing Director
Mindy graduated from Stephen F. Austin in
Nacogdoches then headed to Denton, where
she’s stayed and has loved ever since. Mindy
has been on the Thin Line board since 2015.
She is the Art Director for Vibra Healthcare, and
spends the rest of her time working on events
like Thin Line and Friends with Benefits.

Susan Carol
Davis

Film Programming Director
Susan returned to hometown Denton seven years
ago after living in Los Angeles, Nashville, Fort
Worth and Germany. Her first day back in town
Treasurer
Susan attended Thin Line 2013 Opening Night,
Kerry grew up in the Chicago area and has lived
signed on as a volunteer and hasn’t stopped
in Texas since 2014. Working in accounting and
watching films since. She manages Curious Dog
serving on the boards of several non-profits keeps Creative, a consulting service for film production
her busy and engaged with the community. She lives and performance; produces documentaries and
in Little Elm with her husband, two teenage kids
Texas-based narratives; feels at home on stage
and two dogs.
and on camera, and chairs the nonprofit, Artists
Enclave of Denton County. Susan thanks our Thin
Line Fest audiences for your support of inspiring
films and the filmmakers who made them. 2020 is
a remarkable year!

Kerry Petersen
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Bryan Denny

Music Programming Director
Born and raised in Denton TX. Has been involved
in the DFW music community for nearly 20 years.
Owner of D.H.S. Entertainment. Former Head
Talent Buyer for Rubber Gloves Rehearsal Studios.
16 year Music Director for the Annual Denton
Charities Mudbug Boil which has helped raise over
a quarter of a million dollars for local charities
and local families in need.

thin line board

Daniel
Rodrigue

Michael Fraga

Director of Operations
Michael Fraga is a native of Texas and has been
Director of Photography
a resident of the Denton community since 1990.
and Daytime Programming
Since joining the community Michael has felt a
Daniel Rodrigue is an award-winning professor of
strong obligation to insure that our community
journalism, multimedia storytelling, photojournalism keeps its identity & uniqueness and has strived to
and analogue/darkroom photography at Brookhaven maintain that Denton vibe by serving on a number
College, where he also advises the campus’s
of outstanding events & community organizations
award-winning student newspaper and literary
such as: Thin Line Film Festival, Denton Arts
magazine. For more than a decade, he’s been
& Jazz Festival and the North Texas State Fair
writing and shooting for the Dallas Observer and Rodeo. Michael has also been involved with
coveting everything from hard news Downtown to Leadership Denton, Denton County Environmental
music, food and arts news, writing cover stories to Advisory Board, North Texas State Fair and Rodeo,
blog posts and columns, and shooting video, digital Denton Young Professionals as well as the Denton
stills and Polaroids.
County Law Enforcement Association.

Al Key

Director of Photography and Exhibitions
Al Key has been a photographer since 1970. Key
was born in Denton and has lived in Denton County
his entire life. He was a daily news photographer at
the Denton Record-Chronicle for 30 years, shooting
everything from football- to fires- to fashion- to
food. Key won many awards in three decades at the
DRC, including small-town news photographer of the
year from the Texas Headliners Foundation in 1990
&1995, Best-of-Show at the Heard Museum Nature
Photography Contest in 1985 & 1993, and numerous
awards from the National Press Photographers
Association and the Texas Associated Press. Key now
has a freelance photography business in Denton.

Alex Payne

Director
Alex is a graduate of The Univeristy of Texas
at Austin and is Co-Founder of NorthBridge
Management and Consulting, a full-service
commercial property management firm based in
Denton, Texas. Alex is also a Principal Broker at
Axis Realty Group.
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CAPTURING
THE

FLAG

FILM PRESENTED BY

A FILM BY ANNE DE MARE

FEATURE FILMS

co-hosted by

TEXAS PREMIERE
co-hosted by

Battlefield:
Home - Breaking the Silence

(Paired with the short film Code Ruth - 4 min)
Sunday, March 29 | 3:30PM | 68 min
USA, 2017/English
Director/Writer/Producer: Anita Sugimura Holsapple
n unraveling the journey of PTSD and the aftermath of war, a Vietnam
era military child speaks with veterans and family members and exposes
the unflinching impact of war, and the failing systems that continue
a legacy of trauma from generation to generation. service and the
emotional cost of war. This award-winning film makes a return to Thin
Line from its 2018 screening by popular demand.

I

TEXAS PREMIERE
co-hosted by

Capturing the Flag

(Paired with the short film He’s Still Fast - 21 min)
Friday, March 27 | 8:30PM | 76 min
Saturday, March 28 | 1PM
USA, 2018/English
capturingtheflag.com
capturingflag
Director/Producer: Anne de Marecapturingtheflag
hat exactly happened on November 8, 2016? Turning its focus away
from politics and towards the election process itself, Capturing
The Flag tells the deeply personal story of four friends who travel to
Cumberland County, NC - named “poster child” for voter suppression
- intent on proving that the big idea of American democracy can be
defended by small acts of individual citizens. Through the intimate
experiences of the film’s volunteers we are inspired to vote, to help
someone else vote, and to get personally involved in protecting our
endangered civic life. A close-up examination of American democracy
at its most vulnerable point - the ballot box - and a meditation on the
essential power of the citizen in the American experiment.
PROVIDENCE PRODUCTIONS AND ELECTION PROTECTION LLC PRESENT A FILM BY ANNE DE MARE “CAPTURING THE FLAG” EDITED BY SATOKO SUGIYAMA AND ALJERNON TUNSIL
CINEMATOGRAPHY BY NELSON WALKER III ORIGINAL SCORE COMPOSED AND PERFORMED BY CHRISTOPHER NORTH ASSOCIATE PRODUCERS LISA BOGGS-LAYTON AND JILLIAN LAVINKA
EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS LAWRENCE B. BENENSON AND ALIX RITCHIE PRODUCED BY LAVERNE BERRY, ANNE DE MARE AND ELIZABETH HEMMERDINGER DIRECTED BY ANNE DE MARE

W

co-hosted by

Born Into The Gig

Wednesday, March 25 | 7PM | 81 min
Thursday, March 26 | 10:30PM
USA, 2019/English
Directors/Producers: Kate Davis, David Heilbroner
Producer: Tamara Weiss
Principal Cast: Ben Taylor, Kori Withers, Chris Stills, Sally Taylor, Skip Marley
orn Into The Gig is a music-driven documentary that follows five
singer-songwriters who hope to carve their own musical identity
in the shadow of their parents’ iconic greatness. For these ‘children
of,’ a career path in music may seem perfectly obvious. But the reality
of making it on their own merits in ‘the family business,’ takes each
character on a journey fraught with unexpected turns, emotional pain
and surprising highs. CHRIS STILLS -- son of Stephen Stills and French
star, Veronique Sanson / SKIP MARLEY -- grandson of Bob Marley /KORI
WITHERS -- daughter of the hit-maker Bill Withers / BEN and SALLY
TAYLOR-- children of James Taylor and Carly Simon. While showcasing
a new range of talent, Born Into The Gig also goes behind the scenes to
hear from the parents themselves, and ultimately explores what it means
to find one’s own voice.

B
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TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

Cowboys: A Documentary Portrait

Saturday, March 28 | 3:30PM | 90 min
Sunday, March 29 | 5:15PM
USA, 2019/English
Directors/Producers: Bud Force, John Langmore
Producer: Jeffrey Brown, Bud Force, Jeffrey Brown
owboys is an award-winning cinematic documentary that tells the
story of the modern working ranch cowboy amid the backdrop of the
American West. Told in the cinematic tradition of classic westerns, this
feature-length documentary offers the opportunity to ride alongside
modern working cowboys on some of America’s largest and most remote
cattle ranches. Cowboys documents the lives of the men and women
working on “big outfit” cattle ranches - some of which are over one
million acres - and still require a crew of horseback workers to tend large
herds of cattle. Filmed on locations across the American West, Cowboys
features historic ranches in Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, Montana,
Wyoming and Nevada.

C
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FILM PRESENTED BY

DENTON OWNED,
DENTON MADE CRAFT BEER

TEXAS PREMIERE

co-hosted by

co-hosted by

Going Attractions: The Definitive
Story of The Movie Palace

Thursday, March 26 | 6PM | 85 min
Saturday, March 28 | 6PM
USA, 2019/English
Director: April Wright
oing Attractions celebrates the splendor and grandeur of the great
cinemas of the United States, built when movies were the acme of
entertainment and the stories were larger than life, as were the venues
designed to show them:Thousands of seats, giant screens, exotic
and ornate interiors with balconies and lounges, in-house organs and
orchestras, amazing marquees, and air conditioning back when houses had
none. The film also tracks the eventual decline of the palaces, through to
today’s current preservation efforts. A tribute to America’s great art form
and the great monuments created for audiences to enjoy them in.

G

Honeyland

(2020 Oscar Nominee - Best Documentary Feature)
Republic of Macedonia, 2019/Turkish, Macedonian,
Serbo-Croatian, Bosnian (subtitled)
Sunday, March 29 | 5:45PM | 87 min
USA, 2020/English
Directors: Tamara Kotevska, Ljubomir Stefanov
he last female bee-hunter in Europe must save the bees and return the
natural balance in Honeyland, when a family of nomadic beekeepers
invade her land and threaten her livelihood. This film which is filmed
in Macedonia is an exploration of an observational Indigenous visual
narrative that deeply impacts our behavior towards natural resources and
the human condition.

T

BRUNCH & LUNCH
Desserts, Catering & Take-Out

107 W. Hickory | 940-591-9475

OPEN EVERY DAY
JUST OFF THE SQUARE
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chestnuttearoom.com
/chestnuttearoom
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FILM PRESENTED BY

FILM PRESENTED BY

co-hosted by
co-hosted by

TEXAS PREMIERE

co-hosted by

TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

Hurdle

(Paired with the short film A Line Birds Cannot See - 9 min)
Thursday,March 26 | 8:15PM| 85 min
USA, 2019/English, Arabic, Hebrew (subtitled)
Director/Cinematographer/Editor: Michael Rowley
Producers: Andrew Brown, Remoy Phillip, Michael Rowley

W

ith breathtaking visuals, intimate access and action-packed scenes,
award-winning Hurdle (from first-time Dallas filmmaker Michael
Rowley) reveals an exciting story emerging from the hearts of Palestinian
youth living in the Occupied Territories. Leaders to the youth of their
communities, Sami and Mohammad, teach the creative practices of
parkour and photography as a means to overcome the personal and
political obstacles that often feel inescapable. Ultimately, the next
generation of Palestinians must decide what to do with the wars and
walls they inherit and find ways to practice their freedom.

Congratulations to
Thin Line on your
13th year!
- Paul Meltzer
Denton City Council Member,
At-Large Place 6

I Am Evidence

(Emmy Awards 2019 - Best Documentary
HBO Documentary Films)
Thursday, March 26 | 3:30PM | 89 min
Saturday, March 28 | 2:45PM
USA, 2017/English
Directors: Trish Adlesic, Geeta Gandbhir, Producer - Mariska Hargitay

I

Am Evidence exposes the shocking number of untested rape kits in the
United States today, estimated to be in the hundreds of thousands.
Despite the power of DNA to solve and prevent crimes, these kits
containing potentially crucial evidence languish untested in police
evidence storage rooms. Behind each of these kits lies an individual’s
unresolved sexual assault case. The film introduces viewers to several
of these survivors, who still await justice, as well as the prosecutors,
investigators, advocates and journalists fighting on their behalf.

Lovemobil

(Slamdance 2020)
Friday, March 27 | 3:45PM | 106 min
Saturday, March 28 | 10PM
Germany, 2019/German, English, Bulgarian (subtitled)
Director/Producer/Editor: Elke Lehrenkrauss
hen night falls in rural Germany, old VW-caravans decorated with
flashy lights line the country roads which lead through potato fields
and dark forests. Inside these buses prostitutes from Eastern Europe and
Africa await their clients who are passing by. Lovemobil portrays these
women who came from far away in search of money and a better life. Until
one day, in the ghostly atmosphere, a murder on one of the prostitutes
happens and shakes up the whole scenery causing everybody to take
action. A film about a microcosm that describes a society at the hardest
end of a globalized capitalism.

W

Mr. Toilet:
The World’s #2 Man

(Paired with the short film B.U.T.T.S. - 5 min)
Friday, March 27 | 6:30PM | 87 min
Saturday, March 28 | 5:15PM
USA, 2019/English, Chinese, Hindu, Telugu (subtitled)
Director: Lily Zepeda, Producers: Jason Choo, Eugene Efuni, Tchavdar
Georgiev, Conrad Whelan, Lily Zepeda, Writers: Tchavdar Georgiev, HeeJae Park, Monique Zavistovski, Lily Zepeda
o a stranger, he’s an eccentric Singaporean obsessed with toilets, but
to those who know him, he’s ‘Mr. Toilet’. A former entrepreneur, Jack
Sim, uses humor to campaign for something no one dares talk about:
shit. It’s a crisis impacting over two billion people. Having established UN
World Toilet Day, Sim plunges into his biggest challenge yet when asked
to help make India a defecation-free zone. But with few resources and no
real governmental support, Mr. Toilet discovers there is a price to pay for
being the world’s #2 hero.

T

o
o
o
o
o
o

Wine
Beer
Live Jazz
Cigars
Patio
Wine Club

KEEP

MELTZER

ON COUNCIL

keepmeltzer.com
paul@keepmeltzer.com • 940-220-2027
©2020 Paul D. Meltzer. All rights reserved. Pol. Adv. paid for by
Paul D. Meltzer for Denton City Council, at Large Place 6 Campaign,
Treasurer Mike Weaver, 9612 Applewood Trail, Denton TX 76207
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FILM PRESENTED BY

FILM PRESENTED BY

TEXAS PREMIERE

NORTH TEXAS PREMIERE

NORTH TEXAS PREMIERE

co-hosted by

TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

co-hosted by

co-hosted by

Denton County
Community
Remembrance
Project

co-hosted by

Nae Pasaran

Thursday, March 26 | 4:00PM | 96 min
Saturday, March 28 | 10:30AM
USA, 2019/English, Chinese, Hindu, Telugu (subtitled)
Director/Writer: Felipe Bustos Sierra
ae Pasaran reveals for the first time the incredible impact made
by Scottish factory workers 40 years ago against one of the most
repressive dictatorships of the 20th century. 40 years after their defiant
stand in protest against General Pinochet’s Air Force in Chile, Scottish
pensioners discover the dramatic consequences of their solidarity. In 1974
Bob Fulton, a Scottish Rolls-Royce engine inspector tells his colleagues that
a Chilean Air Force jet engine has arrived in the factory for maintenance.
He’s refusing to let it go through, in protest against the recent military coup
of Pinochet who ordered Chilean Air Force jets to bomb Santiago.

N

Nailed It

Nowhere

I

W

(Paired with the short film, Baba’s Next Chapter - 10 min)
Sat., March 28 | 10AM | 80 min
USA, 2018/English
Director/Producer: Adele Pham
n virtually every city, state and strip mall across the U.S., women get
their nails done in salons likely owned by Vietnamese entrepreneurs.
How did this community come to dominate an $8 billion dollar nail
economy? Nailed It takes viewers from Los Angeles to the Bronx to meet
the diverse people and relationships behind this booming and enigmatic
trade. Nailed It premiered on PBS in May 2019, and is the highest
streamed film of the America Reframed series. Uncover the real history of
the Vietnamese nail salon!

FILM « TELEVISION « COMMERCIAL
ANIMATION « VFX « VR / AR « GAME

(Paired with the short film The Silence of War: Damascus
- 29 min)
Thursday, March 26 | 1PM • Sunday, March 29 | 12:30PM | 61 min
Austria, 2018/German, Vietnamese (subtitled)
Director/Writer/Editor/Sound: Natalie Halla
hen fleeing from the war with the Red Khmer, eight-years-old Ngoc
manages to survive alone a three weeks boat odyssey. Thanks to the
humanity of an Austrian family, he gets integrated into the Austrian society
and becomes a renown TCM doctor. 40 years later, he decides to give medical
aid to arriving boat refugees on Lesbos island. There he realises that his own
destiny gets repeated in the faith of this new generation of refugees and old
wounds burst open. In an intent to find peace again, he starts with his family a
difficult search for his own past.

Shatter the Silence

(Paired with the short film Motherland - 20 min)
Saturday, March 28 | 7:45PM | 57 min
USA, 2019/English
Director/Writer/Editor: Cheryl Allison
Executive Producer: Alison Smith
Producers: Carina Rush, Natalie Murray, Cheryl Allison
rassroots change starts at the community level and while the film
focuses on Dallas, Texas area, the message is universal. The use of
archival footage including suffragettes, Anita Hill, Eleanor Roosevelt,
Lady Bird Johnson, JFK and more helps support the modern day voices
of women and men as the film weaves together a story of the ongoing
fight for gender equality dating back 100+ years. Inspired by the national
reckoning that occurred for women in the Fall of 2017, Shatter the
Silence highlights prominent ministers, politicians, teachers, students,
social workers and more as they discuss the #metoo movement, rape
culture, the role of the church and initiatives taking place within the
community and State to bring-forth change.

G

TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

Snarky Puppy: Family Dinner
Volume Two

NO MATTER HOW YOU TELL YOUR STORY

WE CAN HELP TO

BRING YOUR VISION TO LIFE

WWW.TEXASFILMCOMMISSION.COM
18

Sunday, March 29 | 1PM | 90 min
USA, 2016/English
Directors: Andy LaViolette, Michael League
Executive Producer: Alison Smith
n February of 2015 Grammy-award-winning band, Snarky Puppy,
recorded a monumental album in front of a live studio audience
with guest instrumentalists and vocalists from all over the world. The
entire album was recorded in stunning 4K resolution and features
candid interviews and acoustic performances from the guest artists
only available in the documentary/concert-film. The project is a true
testament for showing first-hand how music can be a bridge between
diverse cultures from countries from all over the world to create a
unifying musical statement for the average listener or the devout
music-connoisseur.

I
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FILM PRESENTED BY

FILM PRESENTED BY

TEXAS PREMIERE

TEXAS PREMIERE

TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

TEXAS PREMIERE

TEXAS SPOTLIGHT

co-hosted by
co-hosted by

co-hosted by
co-hosted by

Softie

(Sundance 2020 - World Cinema Documentary Special
Jury Award for Editing)
Friday, March 27 | 6PM | 96 min
Saturday, March 28 | 10:30PM
Canada, 2019/Arabic (subtitles)
Director/Writer: Sam Soko
oniface Mwangi is daring and audacious, and recognized as Kenya’s
most provocative photojournalist. But as a father of three young
children, these qualities create tremendous turmoil between him and
his wife Njeri. When he wants to run for political office, he is forced to
choose: country or family?

B

WORLD PREMIERE

The Sea Between Us

Friday, March 27 | 1PM | 102 min
Kenya, 2020/English and Kiswahili/Kikuyu (subtitled)
Director: Marlene Edoyan
n 1975, a bloody civil war broke out in Lebanon, in which around
250,000 people died. 25 years after the war ended, Shiites, Christians
and Sunnis live together again in peace in the densely populated country,
but the divisions of the past are still perceptible. Director Marlene Edoyan,
who grew up in Lebanon herself, filmed two Lebanese women: Hayat
and Wafaa. They come from different population groups, live in different
neighborhoods, but both grew up during the civil war. The intimate
conversations that Hayat and Wafaa have with friends and family are
often about politics—of the past, and even more so of today. Events in the
surrounding countries have an impact on their lives and on the precarious
peace in their country. Hayat and Wafaa’s strong views are sometimes
confusing and uncomfortable, and show that there is still an invisible
dividing line between their worlds. Is there a possibility for forgiveness and
reconciliation, or will suspicion, suffering and lies continue to prevail?

I

When We Walk

Woke the Monster

F

1

(Paired with the short film, Edwin - 8 min)
Thursday, March 26 | 1:30PM
Sunday, March 29 | 3PM
USA, 2019/English
Director/Writer: Jason DaSilva, Producers: Leigh DaSilva, Jason DaSilva,
Richard O’Connell, Principal Cast: Jase DaSilva, Edward DaSilva
ilmmaker Jason DaSilva has been living with a severe form of multiple
sclerosis for over 10 years. In his wheelchair, Jason realizes how many
places he is unable to experience with his son. To solve that, he works on
a nonprofit AXS Map to help him determine the places he could go. When
his son moves 1700 miles away to Austin, Texas he is unable to cope
with this loss. He attempts to relocate to Austin which reveals to him the
extent of the broken Medicaid system, and ultimately discovers that the
Medicaid system would require him to live in a nursing home. When We
Walk documents a devoted father and filmmaker with an indestructible
drive to keep the cameras rolling no matter what and to show his son
what it means to never give up.

(Paired with short film, Knocking Down the Fences - 12 min)
Thursday, March 26 | 6:30PM | 57 min
Friday, March 27 | 1PM
USA, 2019/English
Director/Producer: Andrew Shebay
Principal Cast: Shawn Livingston
8 months ago, Army veteran Shawn Livingston was strung out on heroin,
battling PTSD and addiction, and facing a 20-year prison sentence.
Now, he is preparing for the race of his life: a 100-mile trail race through
the rugged terrain of the Appalachian Mountains. The prize: his family, his
recovery, his redemption, and his life.

T

he 5 feature films in our Texas Spotlight
identify films made by Texan filmmakers
and/or higlight Texas locations and stories.

Sockeye Salmon/Red Fish

Thurs., March 26 | 11:30AM | 51 min
Fri., March 27 | 11:30AM
Russia, 2020/English, Russian (subtitled)
Directors: Dmitriy Shpilenok, Vladislav Grishin
Producers: Anna Sukhova, Petr Shpilenok, Dmitriy Shpilenok
Cinematography: Dmitriy Shpilenok, Nicolay Shpilenok
Editor: Vladislav Grishin
Audio: Evgeniy Petrol, Yulia Glukhova
Composer: Georgiy Khimoroda
Scientific Consultants: Igor Shpilenok, Grigoriy Markevich
Redactors: Rseniya Kirsanova, Anna Sukhova
Translation: Andrei Shpilenok, Darya Filippova
Promotion: Andrei Shpilenok

S

ockeye, a species of wild salmon, is born in Kamchatkan waters
and spends its entire life in the Pacific Ocean. Only once does it
return to fresh waters - to give offspring, start the circle of life, and
die. It is an inexhaustible resource that feeds billions of people on the
planet, restored every year! But soon, we may find ourselves facing the
unimaginable: humans will exhaust the inexhaustible!
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SHORT FILMS
TEXAS PREMIERE

( ( ( ( ( /*\ ) ) ) ) )

(Shorts Program Together is Possible)
Friday, March 27 | 3:30PM | 18 min
Mexico, 2019/Spanish (subtitled)
Director/Sound - Saúl Kak
Director/Cinematographer/Editor - Charles Fairbanks
sonic portrait of a Chiapan village focused on architecture and
public space. Filmed over six years, ( ( ( ( ( /*\ ) ) ) ) ) is a sensory
ethnography of culture and communication in a community founded by
volcano eruption refugees.

A

WORLD PREMIERE

Activized

(Shorts Program Together is Possible)
Friday, March 27 | 3:30PM | 36 min
USA, 2019/English • Director - Eric Stange
ctivized is the story of ordinary citizens who have gotten off the
sidelines and become involved in gun violence prevention, voting
rights, and immigrants’ rights. These passionate political newcomers
never saw themselves as activists, but something in the past three
years inspired each of them to step up, put themselves on the front
lines, and defend American values. Interweaving their personal stories
against the backdrop of the causes they fight for we experience their
motivations, successes and failures, their sacrifices, and victories.
Above all, we celebrate these inspiring, courageous activists for
embracing one of the most basic of American traditions - dissent.

A

TEXAS PREMIERE

Baba’s Next Chapter

(Paired with feature film, Nailed It)
Saturday, March 28 | 10AM | 10 min
USA, 2019/English • Director/Producer - Jamie C.X. Wang
amie is a Chinese film student studying abroad, and her father
(Baba) is a philosophy professor living in China alone. Once
a rebellious youth, he had to abandon his artistic pursuits due
to social and family pressures. The only creative passion Baba
retained was writing novels. But he stops sending Jamie new
stories as his retirement approaches, triggering her to hatch a
plan to inspire him to keep writing. The father and daughter begin
a usual collaboration, without knowing what awaits them next.

J

WORLD PREMIERE

B.U.T.T.S.

(Paired with feature film Mr. Toilet: The World’s #2 Man )
Friday, March 27 | 6:30PM | 5 min
Saturday, March 28 | 5:15PM
USA, 2020/English • Director/Editor/Cinematographer: Chad Withers
Featuring music by the B.U.T.T.S. Buttie Band
.U.T.T.S. (Better Understanding Through Trash Service) is an
ever growing group of Dentonites who traverse the downtown
Denton scene every Monday night to pick up cigarette butts. In
this documentary short the audience is introduced to the rag tag
custodial group as they discuss their origins, motivations and
experiences as they suit up with sanitary gloves and make their way
into the battlefield of other people’s trash.

B

WORLD PREMIERE

TEXAS PREMIERE

489 Days

(Shorts Program All Around Us)
Friday, March 27 | 9PM | 16 min
USA, 2019/English • Director/Animator - Rania Elmalky
89 Days is an animated documentary that tells the story of
Egyptian American Mohamed Soltan, who survived 16 months
of hunger strike in an Egyptian prison. It is also the larger story of
an estimated 60,000 political prisoners currently held in Egypt in
violation of their right to due process.

Betty and the Bullet

(Shorts Program Circle of Time)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM | 14 minutes
USA, 2019/English • Director - Mauro Giuffrida
hree passionate musicians at different stages in life and career
discuss what it means to be an artist in a smaller town. By sharing
their love for music, Betty, Michael and Davey reflect on their life
and their personal definition of success.

4

T

A Line Birds Cannot See

22

(Paired with feature film Hurdle)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:15PM | 9 min
USA, 2019/English • Director/Producer - Amy Bench
Separated from her mother by smugglers at the border, a determined
12-year-old sets out across a desert with only a plastic sack for
protection from the cold, survives starvation on the streets of Ciudad
Juarez, and escapes kidnappers to find her mother and a place where
they can be safe again.

219 W OAK ST

904S.COM

Changing Landscapes:
Wauters Farm
(Shorts Program Together is Possible)
Friday, March 27 | 3:30PM | 19 min
USA, 2019/English • Directors - Sam Johnson, Brian Canning
os Angeles based art collective Arthur King travels to rural Iowa to
gather audio and visual samples from a small family farm in order
to reuse them creatively in a large-scale, improvisational visual art
and music performance within the same setting.

L

HAVE YOU CHECKED
OUT OUR COMMUNITY &
COFFEE INTERVIEW SERIES?
YOUTU.BE/CADXJGH7GHG
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TEXAS PREMIERE

Code Ruth

(Paired with feature film Battlefield: Home - Breaking the Silence)
Sunday, March 29 | 3:30PM | 4 min
USA, 2018/English
Director/Animator/Editor - Caroline Voegen Nelson
true love story about a Morse code instructor finding her path
during WWII. Code Ruth blends stop motion techniques and archival
materials to share a family’s history of connecting through technology.

A

TEXAS PREMIERE

Dominique

Edwin

C

D

E

(Shorts Program Together is Possible)
Friday, March 27 | 3:30PM | 24 min
USA, 2020 / English, Spanish (subtitles)
Director: Melinda Levin, Producer, David Taylor
uban performing arts often play an important role in engaging
citizens with a sense of history and place, and in addressing
environmental and cultural challenges. In far Western Cuba, in the
city of Pinar del Rio, a government-funded, collaborative street
performance group called TECMA (translated as Theatre of the
Environment) trains homeless and disenfranchised local teenagers in
the art of stilt performance.

Cowboy Town

A

WORLD PREMIERE

Cuban Earth

TEXAS PREMIERE

(Shorts Program Express Yourself)
Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM | 9 min
USA, 2018/English
Director/Camera/Edit/Sound - Jennifer Boles
decaying roadside attraction with automatons in rural South
Dakota becomes a metonym for America’s violent and
contradictory past and present.

NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE

WORLD PREMIERE

(Shorts Program All Around Us)
Friday, March 27 | 9PM | 19 min
USA/Brazil, 2019/Spanish (subtitled)
Directors/Producers - Tatianna Issa, Guto Barra
ominique, whose mother raised all by herself three transgender
daughters, invites us on a journey back home on a small island at the
mouth of the Amazon River in Brazil.

GET YOUR
2020 THIN
LINE FEST
SHIRT ONLINE
TODAY!

(Paired with feature film When We Walk)
Thursday, March 26 | 1:30PM | 8 min
Sunday, March 29 | 3:30PM
USA, 2020/English • Director - Ya’Ke Smith
dwin Debrow, Jr. murdered a cab driver when he was 12. He was
sentenced to forty-years in prison. Today he’s walking out.

THINLINE.US

CLICK ON “STORE”

Days of My Life

(Shorts Program Opening Doors)
Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM | 7 min
USA, 2019/English
Director/Writer/Principal Cast - Bonnie Roseman
rowing up, Bonnie Roseman was a Philadelphia girl with a dream to
travel and a passion for fashion. Her career as a fashion designer
and stylist over 30 years has been a wild ride. From being featured in
People Magazine and NBC’s Today Show in the 80s, to launching her
collection on the Home Shopping Network and Home Shopping Europe,
Bonnie hopes her film inspires you to embrace each day and live life to
the fullest.

G

SIP & BE SOCIAL ON THE SQUARE • 110 W OAK ST, STE A, ON THE SQUARE

WINE BOTTLES TO GO!
24

Patio • Lounge • Wine • Beer • Charcuterie
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TEXAS PREMIERE

WORLD PREMIERE

Falcon, Mutha-Falcon

(Shorts Program Express Yourself)
Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM | 15 minutes
USA, 2019/English
Director/Producer/Sound/Editor - Hayley Knight
his short documentary follows the local Denton band, Mutha-Falcon,
as they record their first full length album and make a name for
themselves in the city’s local rock scene.

T

Fraser Syndrome & Me

(Paired with feature film Capturing The Flag)
Friday, March 27 | 8:30PM | 21 min
Saturday, March 28 | 1PM
USA, 2019/English
Director - Andrew Q. Holzschuh
olassa was an elite runner in Ethiopia before being thrown into prison
for speaking out against abuses to his ethnic group. When he was
released from prison he fled the country to save his life. 12 years later,
he’s a newly resettled refugee in Dallas, Texas, asking his case worker,
in broken English, how to sign up for a local half marathon. He’s Still Fast
follows Tolassa’s first year in America, as his ambition to reclaim his
dream of competing takes him all the way to the New York City Marathon.
Through his pursuit he finds more than just a race. He finds community.

T

Ladylike

(Shorts Program Circle of Time)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM | 20 min
USA, 2019/English • Directors- Rachel Bickert, Emily Tapanes, Emma
Wang, Lidieth Arevalo-Hernandez
young queer woman in the American south comes to terms with her
sexuality, shattering her deep-rooted religious beliefs and cultural
stereotypes within her conservative community, family and self.

A

T
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A

(Shorts Program Circle of Time)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM | 21 min
USA, 2019/English • Director - Abbey Hoekzema
re Singleton spends an average of thirty hours a week mentoring a
group of young Black men in Savannah, Georgia where he exposes
them to other mentors and new skill sets. He wants to change the
narrative for young men in his community.

T
109 INDUSTRIAL ST

TEXAS PREMIERE

Motherland

HICKORY STREET LOUNGE

212 E Hickory Street

(Shorts Program All Around Us)
Friday, March 27 | 9PM | 22 min
USA, 2018/English • Director - Sandra Winther, Producer: William Crouse
s climate change erases the Louisiana coast, the last two teenagers on
Isle de Jean Charles fight to stay on an island that’s been their family
home for generations.

Mentor

Knocking Down the Fences

(Paired with feature film Woke the Monster)
Thursday, March 26 | 6:30PM | 12 min
Friday, March 27 | 1:30PM
USA, 2019/English • Director/Producer/Editor - Meg Shutzer
his is the story of a superstar athlete- and why the sports industry
hasn’t put her on your radar. AJ Andrews is the first woman to win a
Rawlings Gold Glove, an award given to the best fielders in baseball for
decades. But winning the Gold Glove did not change the fact that Andrews
earns less than $15k a year in an industry more willing to pay female
athletes to model than to play their sport.

Lowland Kids

TEXAS PREMIERE

TEXAS PREMIERE

(Shorts Program Express Yourself)
Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM | 20 min
Director/Camera/Editor - Kyle Anne Grendys
t the time of her birth, filmmaker Kyle Anne Grendys, was only the
75th person to be born with the rare, recessive gene disorder called
Fraser Syndrome. Having always felt alone in the world, she sets out on a
journey to find her community and finally meet others just like her.

A

He’s Still Fast

TEXAS PREMIERE

113 INDUSTRIAL ST

(Paired with feature film Shatter The Silence)
Saturday, March 28 | 7:45PM | 20 min
USA, 2019/English • Directors - Emily Mkrtichian, Jesse Soursourian
n this eloquently crafted film, women in a disputed territory between
Armenia and Azerbaijan courageously work to clear land mines in the
wake of a brutal war.

I
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UNITED STATES PREMIERE

My Brain is Bigger: The Rise and
Fall of Elektro the Smoking Robot

(Shorts Program Express Yourself)
Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM | 10 min
Canada, 2019/English • Director/Principal Cast - Ian Johnston
uilt by Westinghouse, Elektro was the sensation of the New York
World’s Fair of 1939. Employing cutting edge technology, the robot
could walk, talk and respond to questions. Oh, and he also smoked! But
his fame was short lived, and after a stint on the sideshow circuit and
in semi-porn, Elektro just disappeared. My Brain Is Bigger looks at what
happened to America’s first celebrity robot.

B

TEXAS PREMIERE

WORLD PREMIERE

Mydolls: A World of Her Own

(Shorts Program Opening Doors)
Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM | 11 min
USA, 2019/English • Director - Cressandra Thibodeaux
ydolls: A World of Her Own highlights Houston’s legendary femalefronted punk rock band, Mydolls. The short documentary explores
their activism and their inspiration behind their music. The documentary
follows the band over the course of a year as they support and nurture
female empowerment.

M

On a Wing and a Prayer:
Documenting Louisiana’s
Disappearing Wetlands

(Shorts Program All Around Us)
Friday, March 27 | 9PM | 9 min
USA, 2019/English • Director/Cinematographer - Dominic Gill
en Depp, a landscape photographer, has set out to chronicle the
wetlands in a series of high-art aerial photographs that he captures
with the help of his 21-foot paragliding wing and 200HP motor driven
propeller that he straps to his back. From above he has become acutely
aware of the vast network of pipeline canals which are reportedly
responsible for up to 30% of the land loss. In this episode we take a trip
to the barrier islands where Ben flies his glider and observes the recent
restoration that the state has put into rebuilding the land in this area.

B

TEXAS PREMIERE

Paper Thin Lines

(Shorts Program Circle of Time)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM | 8 min
USA, 2020/English • Director - Simon Flory
imon Flory’s poetry film, Paper Thin Lines, documents a rural Texas
family’s day like a home movie of shared memories we can all recall
when-and if-we want to, finding common ground and community in
today’s divided America. The film follows a family with 7 kids, 5 of which
are adopted, through a day at home while they cook, play music, and play
outdoors as a narrator (who sometimes appears as a shadow) recites the
poem, “Paper Thin Lines”- “There’s a long paper thin line that stretches
from here to there, through time and space and where I’ve been, what
only I have seen... Why do I remain blissfully ignorant to this line, this gift
I can unwrap and find new surprises?”

S

TEXAS PREMIERE

Portraits of My Mother

(Shorts Program Opening Doors)
Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM | 11 min
Mexico, 2019/Spanish (subtitled)
Director - Tavo Ruiz
hrough her narration, the director’s mother confesses to him what
she remembers from the moment she was raped as a child. By
painfully recalling this traumatic event, she reflects on the sexual abuse
of children and the scars that these events leave in a person’s life.

T

GET YOUR 2020 THIN
LINE FEST SHIRT
ONLINE TODAY!
THINLINE.US

CLICK ON “STORE”
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Quiet Flows the River

(Shorts Program All Around Us)
Friday, March 27 | 9PM | 18 min
USA, Bangladesh 2019/Bengali (subtitled)
Director/Editor/Producer/Cinematographer - Arnila Guha
uiet Flows the River explores the lives of two families living in
the coastal area of Bangladesh. Every year Sayeeda and Jamal’s
families prepare themselves for severe flooding. Affected by the
consequences of climate change, they continue to struggle and
adapt each day only to survive in their homeland, despite the loss of
their home and children.

Q

TEXAS PREMIERE

TEXAS PREMIERE

Rewild

(Shorts Program Circle of Time)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM | 4 min
Malaysia, Indonesia 2019/English
Directors - Nicholas Chin, Ernest Zacharevic
ewild shows a new forest restoration site on the borders of the
Leuser Ecosystem and reveals a Rewind symbol carved into a palm
oil plantation in Sumatra, Indonesia. The narrative runs in reverse,
rewinding the clock on deforestation to undo the damage caused by
the unsustainable production of one of the world’s most versatile
commodities.

R

Stan

(Shorts Program Express Yourself)
Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM | 9 min
USA, 2019/English • Directors- JP Olsen, Kristen Nutile
tan is an experimental documentary based around the life of
former heroin addict, Stan, who was among several thousand
New York City teens in the 1940s who made up the world’s first
teenage opioid epidemic. Using contemporarily shot footage,
the film explores the shifting nature of drug use, its changing
populations and recalls a time in the United States when drug
treatment was virtually unavailable.

S

NORTH TEXAS PREMIERE

The Cheech

(Shorts Program Circle of Time)
Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM | 12 min
USA, 2019/English • Director/Producer - Edward Tyndall
hrough the palette of the Los Tejanos Art Exhibit, The
Cheech explores Cheech Marin’s lifelong advocacy of the
Chicano Art Movement, and his journey to develop the Cheech
Marin Center for Chicano Art, Culture and Industry. With original
score by Grammy Nominated musician El Dusty, The Cheech
takes a fascinating look at a national icon’s love affair with art,
and his incredible contribution to promote and preserve a vital
part of American cultural identity.

T

Denton's concert venue, bar, beer garden, and fresh
juice/coffee shop, all in one!
NORTH TEXAS PREMIERE

Featuring "The Pickled Carrot II," resident food truck,
serving up the finest gourmet tacos, burgers, egg
rolls and of course, their famous Banh Mi sandwhich!

The Most Ideal Place

Join us in the back yard, side yard, at the bar, at
the cafe, for a game of pool, corn hole, darts and the
excellent music experience!

(First Place Award - CineSpace 2019)
(Shorts Program Opening Doors)
Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM | 10 min
Spain, 2019/Spanish (subtitled)
Director/Producer – David Regos
hen preparations were being made for the historic Apollo
11 moon mission, three space stations around the globe
were needed to keep track of the spaceflight. One was in
California, one in Australia and the third was in an obscure
village in the middle of Spain. The Most Ideal Place shows the
crucial role that the town of Fresnedillas played in July 1969,
and tells the story of the local Spaniards who unexpectedly
became an important part of this monumental event.

W
Specialty Food Store
featuring Packaged Products
& Prepared Meals.
220 West Parkway, Suite 100
Right off the Downtown Denton Square
Located east of the Denton Square at 331 E Hickory!
Visit us at facebook/events @DentonHarvestHouse for the schedule of shows & events.
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Come Visit Us
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LOCATED RIGHT BY U

NT CAMPUS!

1210 W. Hickory

Cool Beans Bar & Grill

NORTH AMERICAN PREMIERE

36 different taps to chose from. $5 cheese burger deal every Friday till
midnight. 8 different signature liquor pitchers served daily. Wednesday
night honky tonk night. Large outdoor patio. Sunday Dive brunch till 3pm with $2 mimosas and
$3 bloody Mary’s all day. Live team trivia Tuesday nights. Happy hour 7 days a week 2-7pm.

1211 W. Hickory

Riprocks Bar & Grill

The Silence of War: Damascus

(Paired with feature film Nowhere)
Thursday, March 26 | 1PM | 29 min
Sunday, March 29 | 12:30PM
Spain, Syria, 2019/Spanish (subtitled)
Director/Film/Sound/Editor - José Bautista
ow does Damascus sound? In this 29-minute intimate portrait of the
Syrian capital, full of nuances and hidden spots, we enter into the streets
and the culture of Damascus with the writer and war correspondent Mikel
Ayestaran, who has been to Syria dozens of times before and during the war.

H

The oldest bar in Denton got a facelift! Come see our newly
renovated space complete with new bathrooms! We have a new
menu, new drinks but same old Riprocks.

TEXAS PREMIERE

We Are The Prototypes

(Shorts Program Express Yourself)
Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM | 15 min
USA, 2018/English • Director/Writer/Producer - Ayesha Adamo
h-Yes, Hans von Kleinenberg, and Hans Gambino are The Prototypes:
the trailblazing founders of I.F.E. (Intelligent Feline Electronica). But
they weren’t always on top of the world, bringing cat music to the masses.
In fact they used to be in a metal band…that didn’t speak with German
accents…that lost a band member to spontaneous combustion. We Are
The Prototypes is a deeper look at the band that rose from the rubble of
the twenty-first century music industry to achieve cat video fame.

A

UNITED STATES PREMIERE

1207 W. Hickory

The Visit

Lucky Lou’s

Established in 1996 Lucky Lou’s is Denton’s original
craft beer bar! Come out and grab a drink on our
3,000 square foot dog friendly patio! Enjoy daily
drink specials, Dallas Stars, Dallas Mavericks and
Texas Rangers watch parties, and 100oz fishbowls! Follow us on Instagram @lucky_lous_bar
- Free Chips and Salsa from 4pm-9pm everyday! - Over 100 different beer choices
- Pint Night every Tuesday Night. Buy the beer keep the glass!
- Open Daily Noon-2am!
•
•
•
•
•
32

Non-smoking indoors
Large outdoor patios
Great Happy Hour
Fun Bar Games
9p-11p Specials

(Shorts Program All Around Us)
Friday, March 27 | 9PM | 4 min
Canada, Tibet, 2019/English
Director/Producer/Cinematographer/Editor/Sound - Kristi Tethong
n impressionistic haiku-like film, illustrating a man’s first visit to his
father’s occupied homeland Tibet, the second most repressed country
on earth. Assembled using 16mm hand-processed film of personal road
trip footage and mainstream archives, The Visit artfully explores the liminal
space of inherited exile, and the profound effects of intergenerational loss,
longing and stifled rage.

A

WORLD PREMIERE

This Is The Way We Rise

(Shorts Program Opening Doors)
Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM | 12 min
USA, 2019/English • Director - Ciara Lacy
his Is The Way We Rise is a nonfiction film on exploration into the
creative process, following Dr. Jamaica Heolimeleikalani Osorio as her
calling to protect sacred indigenous lands against development atop Mauna
Kea, Hawaii reinvigorates her work as a native Hawaiian slam poet.

T
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FORKS

+

CORKS

+

OLIVES

Let us create an exceptional
experience with our fresh, local
ingredients artfully presented in
our signature style. Book an event
or special occasion at our place
or yours with our total food &
beverage catering experience.
catering@hannahsoffthesquare.com

111 W Mulberry Street | Denton, Texas
940.566.1110 | www.hannahsoffthesquare.com

Orchesta,TheCozyHawks,PaperRobt
FILM PRESENTED BY

2/14 (8P) - RTB2, Biographies, Jes ie Frye,
WORLD PREMIERE

Worthy Of More

Criminal Birds

(Shorts Program Opening Doors)
Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM | 19 min
USA, 2020/English • Director - Juan Ojeda • Producer - Sinia Diaz
een. Known. Loved. These are the desires of every human,
regardless of class, race or background. The Net, a non-profit
organization based in Fort Worth, Texas, is working with survivors
of sex trafficking to help them rebuild and restore their lives.
Often victims of a childhood sexual abuse, or victims of poor
socioeconomic circumstance, The Net uses a social enterprise
model to establish relationships with former prostitutes and help
them realize they are worthy of more. This is their story.

S

2/15 (8P) - Brutal Juice, Bad Design, Hawk Vs. Dove

1216 W. HICKORY ST

denton,tx

2/12 (10P) - The Pack Ad

2/16 (6P) - Slobberbone, Calh“oun,TGlahseMountfinaeinsct.”in
live musi
Orchestra, The Cozy Hawks, Paper Robot
denton,tx

2/13
Markham,
Chambers, Prism Cloud
2/12(8P)
(10P) -- Daniel
The Pack
Ad
2/14
Jessie Frye,
2/13(8P)
(8P) -- RTB2,
Daniel Biographies,
Markham, Chambers,
Prism Cloud
Jesse Daniel - April 4
Criminal
Birds Jessie Frye,
2/14 (8P) - RTB2,
Biographies,
Redd Volkaert - May 1
2/15 (8P) - Brutal
Juice,
Bad Design, Hawk Vs. Dove
Criminal
Birds
An Evening with Jimmy Webb - May 2
2/16
-- Slobberbone,
Calhoun,
Glass Mountain
2/15(6P)
(8P)
Brutal Juice,
James
McMurtry
- JuneBad
6 Design, Hawk Vs. Dove

2/16 (6P)

Orchestra, The
CozyGlass
Hawks,
Paper Robot
- Slobberbone,
Calhoun,
Mountain
Orchestra, The Cozy Hawks, Paper Robot
103 Industrial | 940-320-2000
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SHORT FILM PROGRAMS SCHEDULE

Shorts: CIRCLE OF TIME

co-hosted by

Thursday, March 26 | 8:45PM
The Cheech
Paper Thin Lines
Ladylike
Rewild
Mentor
Betty and the Bullet
Friday, March 27 | 3:30PM
(((((/*\)))))
Changing Landscapes
Cuban Earth
Activized
Friday, March 27 | 9PM
Lowland Kids
The Visit
489 Days
Dominique
Quiet Flows the River

co-hosted by

Saturday, March 28 | 12:30PM
The Most Ideal Place
Days of My Life
This Is the Way I Rise
Portraits of My Mother
Mydolls: A World of Her Own
Worthy of More

Shorts: TOGETHER IS POSSIBLEco-hosted by

Shorts: ALL AROUND US

Shorts: OPENING DOORS

co-hosted by

Shorts: EXPRESS YOURSELF

co-hosted by

Saturday, March 28 | 8:15PM
We Are The Prototypes
Cowboy Town
Fraser Syndrome & Me
Stan
My Brain is Bigger: The Rise and Fall of Elektro the Smoking Robot
Falcon, Mutha-Falcon

36
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2020 schedule
wednesday march 25 thursday, march 26
FILM

FILM

Virtual 1
7pm/ Born Into the Gig

Virtual 1
1pm/ Nowhere
3:15pm/ I Am Evidence
PLEASE CONSIDER
6pm/ Going Attractions
MAKING A DONATION
8:15pm/ Hurdle
TO THIN LINE. VISIT OUR 10:30pm/ Born Into The Gig

WEBSITE - THINLINE.US

Virtual 2
11:30am/ Sockeye Salmon/Red Fish
1:30pm/ When We Walk
4pm/ Nae Pasaran
6:30pm/ Woke the Monster
8:45pm/ Shorts: Circle of Time

38
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2020 schedule
friday, march 27

saturday, march 28

FILM

FILM

Virtual 1
1pm/ The Sea Between Us
3:45pm/ Lovemobil
6:30pm/ Mr. Toilet
9pm/ Shorts: All Around Us
Virtual 2
11:30am/ Sockeye Salmon/Red Fish
1:30pm/ Woke The Monster
3:30pm/ Shorts: Together is Possible
6pm/ Softie
8:30pm/ Capturing the Flag

sunday march 29
FILM

Virtual 1
10am/ Nailed It
12:30pm/ Shorts: Opening Doors
2:45pm/ I Am Evidence
5:15pm/ Mr. Toilet
7:45pm/ Shatter the Silence
10pm/ Lovemobil

Virtual 1
1pm/ Snarky Puppy
3:30pm/ Battlefield
5:45pm/ Honeyland

VISIT OUR ONLINE
PHOTO GALLERY
ANYTIME!
WWW.THINLINE.US
Virtual 2
12:30pm/ Nowhere
3pm/ When We Walk
5:15pm/ Cowboys

Virtual 2
10:30am/ Nae Pasaran
1pm/ Capturing the Flag
3:30pm/ Cowboys
6pm/ Going Attractions
8:15pm/ Shorts: Express Yourself
10:30pm/ Softie

209 W Hickory Suite 104 Denton
www.ThaiSquareDenton.com
940.380.0671
Corner of Cedar & Walnut, Right across from Campus Theatre on Hickory st.

BYOB
Dine-in | Take-Out
Catering
Vegan &
Gluten free
Menu Available
40
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BarleyAndBoard.com

LSAburger.com

3

LEVELS OF
UNIQUE
EXPERIENCES

Earls377Pizza.com

BumbershootBBQ.com

ANDYSDENTON.COM

122 NORTH LOCUST
DENTON, TX 76201
4p-2a
42

PROUD TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY
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PHOTO PRESENTED BY

THIN LINE PHOTOGRAPHY CATEGORIES

DOCUMENTARY/PHOTOJOURNALISM/
STREET

These photographs should tell a story and convey compelling
information about the scenes. Photographers should write
accompanying cutlines/captions that help to add context and
“tell the rest of the story.” Photos in this category are held to a
higher degree of scrutiny and ethical consideration. No posed or
staged shots, and post processing should be held to a minimum
and used only for correcting minor issues with color balance,
tone control and cropping for clarity, keeping in mind pressphotographers’ codes of ethics. Any photo manipulation that
alters the reality of the scene or adds bias to the interpretation of
the image is forbidden. Original, unedited versions of photos may
be requested if the accuracy of an entry is called into question.
This category is open to color and monochrome images.

LANDSCAPE/CITYSCAPE/SEASCAPE

Some say an effective photo represents a strong foreground,
middle-ground and background. Effective “scape” photos,
whether of naturally occurring or man-made places, have a
strong sense of space and go a long way to tell the story of a vast
location. This category is open to color and monochrome images.

THIN LINE SELECTED PHOTOGRAPHERS & CATEGORIES

SPORTS/ACTION/EVENTS

A specific subset of photojournalism, this category celebrates
the effective capture of planned occurrences and events
where the photographer has to anticipate the action and those
“decisive moments” that matter in order to capture the image.
Photos from live music performances, sporting events, rodeos,
staged productions, carnivals, fairs and other similar events
are included. Color and Monochrome entries are permitted.

TRAVEL

The mission of the photographer has always been to show to us
things we cannot see for ourselves. Travel photography, while
less stringent than traditional photojournalism, still serves the
purpose of dispelling stereotypes and showing to those “back
home” what the world beyond our own neighborhood is all
about. Entries in this category must be captured outside of the
State of Texas and depict some element that suggests the locale
of which they were made. This category is for color images only.
A “Best of Category” photograph will be selected in each
category. Winners will receive a $500 check. First runners-up will receive free submissions to the 2021 festival.

WILDLIFE/NATURE

This category is meant to highlight the natural world
around us. With this in mind, the same rules apply here as
they do in the photojournalism category - excessive photo
manipulation is prohibited. Macro images highlighting the
“art of nature” may be submitted. Additionally, this category
deals with natural wildlife; and therefore, images of zoo-kept,
domesticated, landscaped and other situations exhibiting the
“hand of man” are excluded from consideration. This category
is open to color and monochrome images.

LIFESTYLE/EDITORIAL/PHOTO
ILLUSTRATION

Like the cover of a book, magazine or alt-weekly, these images
are meant to grab the viewer’s eye while quickly “selling” a story,
so, they are held to a lower photojournalistic standard. These
photos still convey a story and emotion, but may contain posed
or post-production elements that alter the original scene. This
category may include photos of people or objects, but should all
convey a sense of existing in the real world. Studio and product
photography depicted without a real-world setting are excluded.
Color and Monochrome entries are permitted.
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People’s Choice Award
Another first for Thin Line Fest this year is the
introduction of the People’s Choice Award. All
viewers of the online gallery will be able to vote
for their favorite photographs. The photograph
with the greatest number of votes in each
category will receive $100 and free submissions
to next year’s festival. Those who wish to vote
must login via Facebook. This ensures voting
integrity so that users can’t login multiple times
to vote for their friend. Each attendee can only
place one vote per photograph, but they can
vote for as many photographs as they like! Voting
begins March 25th and continues through
March 29th at 6PM central time. Winners will be
announced live during the Award Ceremony live
stream, Sunday the 29th at 8PM central.

Alonzo, Ellie - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Arreola, Gabriel Alejandro - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Banks, Lyndsey - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE,

CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION

Barrett, Candus - TRAVEL
Beck, Laura - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Behr, Bill - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Blachly, Michael - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Boles, Jennifer - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Bourliot, Lev - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Carosi, Carlo - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; TRAVEL
Carter, Heather - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Chao, Andy - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE;
LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; TRAVEL

Khankal, Shilpa - TRAVEL
Kidson, Michele - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Kilpatrick, Kaitlyn - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Kilson, Sandy - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Kirby, Chance - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE

& SEASCAPE; SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS; WILDLIFE & NATURE

Klepac, Tammy - WILDLIFE & NATURE
Kocmoud, Mary Joy - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Krupa, Maria - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Leone, Sandra - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Lu, Rong - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Malak, Shahbanu - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Mathews, Gary - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Mayer, Klaus - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; TRAVEL,

Clements, Michael - WILDLIFE & NATURE
Cline, Bridget - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE;

WILDLIFE & NATURE

Coleman, Brian - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Daily, Greg - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; WILDLIFE & NATURE
Dale, Regina - WILDLIFE & NATURE
Doyle, Rob - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE;

& PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION, TRAVEL

WILDLIFE & NATURE

SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS

Drevicky, Scott - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Edgley, Susan - TRAVEL
Evans, Stephen - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Ferguson, Charlene - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Fitch, Christopher - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE,
CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE

Ford, Henry - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Gammage, Johnny - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Garcia, Fernanda - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Girard, Michael - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Gonzalez, Xochitl - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Goodwin, William - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; WILDLIFE & NATURE
Gray, Zachary - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS; WILDLIFE & NATURE
Hamilton, Brian - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Harl, Casee - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Harold, Christopher - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET
Harrelson, Brad - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Hedges, Rebekah - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Heflin, David - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Holland, Kristi - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Holt, Brad - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Huey, Henry - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; SPORTS,
ACTION & EVENTS; WILDLIFE & NATURE

Huseman, Benjamin - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTOILLUSTRATION; WILDLIFE & NATURE

Ice, Ron - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Jenson, Reba - TRAVEL
Kemp, Clinton - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE;

WILDLIFE & NATURE

McKinney, Barbara - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
McWhorter, Erin - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL
Menelas, Christiane - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Nelms, James - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; LIFESTYLE,
EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION

Nickell, Linda - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; TRAVEL
Pearson, Marty - TRAVEL
Petterborg, Larry - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; WILDLIFE

& NATURE

Phillips, Heidi - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE
& SEASCAPE; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; TRAVEL
Pollard, Gene - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Quintanilla, Ismael - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Roop, Benjamin - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE,

CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; TRAVEL

Rousseau, Stephen - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Sanders, Rick - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; LIFESTYLE,

EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; TRAVEL, WILDLIFE & NATURE

Schneider, Dustin - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE,
CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; TRAVEL; WILDLIFE & NATURE
Schwartz, Andy - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Simms, Misti - WILDLIFE & NATURE
Sims, Matt - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE &

SEASCAPE, TRAVEL

Smith, Chelsey - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Smith, Curtis - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL &

PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; TRAVEL

Smith, Peyton - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Smith, Wesley - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Smith, Zachary - WILDLIFE & NATURE
Speer, Tim - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Stageman, Susan - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LIFESTYLE,
EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION

Stebbins, Bob - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; SPORTS,
ACTION & EVENTS; TRAVEL

Stipp, Bill - WILDLIFE & NATURE
Stockdill, Shannon - WILDLIFE & NATURE
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THIN LINE SELECTED PHOTOGRAPHERS & CATEGORIES

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST JUDGES AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS

Tran, Addison - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL &

Williams, Taylor - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE &
SEASCAPE; WILDLIFE & NATURE

Trant, Kimberly - DOCUMENTARY, PJ & STREET; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL &
PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; WILDLIFE & NATURE

Williamson, Nick - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Wright, Amanda - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION
Wright, Emily - TRAVEL
Zabojnik, Lin - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL &

PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION

Varner, Diane - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE
Vesp, Jennifer - SPORTS, ACTION & EVENTS
Waterhouse, Mike - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; TRAVEL
Wellborn, David - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; WILDLIFE & NATURE
Whiteside, J Alan - LIFESTYLE, EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; TRAVEL

JASON JANIK

Jason Janik is a freelance
photographer with more than 20
years experience shooting for a
variety of media and corporate
clients. His work has been published
in Rolling Stone, Spin, The New
York Times, and appeared on several
album covers for Jive Records, just to name a few. Jason
lives in a small suburb of Dallas, TX, with his partner and
their combined family of five (yes, FIVE!!!) children. He
collects vintage vinyl records and loves to hit up thrift
stores and garage sales in every town he visits.

PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION; WILDLIFE & NATURE

Zebo, Christopher - LANDSCAPE, CITYSCAPE & SEASCAPE; LIFESTYLE,

EDITORIAL & PHOTO-ILLUSTRATION

CHECK
OUT OUR
ONLINE
MERCH
STORE!

DIANE DURANT

Diane Durant is Associate Professor
of Instruction and Director of the
Comer Collection of Photography
at the University of Texas at Dallas
where she holds a PhD in Aesthetic
Studies. She is a member of both
the Board of Directors for the
Cedars Union, a non-profit arts incubator in North Texas,
and the Society for Photographic Educations’s LGBTQ
Caucus Leadership Team. Diane is also Chair of the
SouthCentral Chapter. She is the former president of
500X Gallery in Dallas and past editor of The Grassburr,
The Rope, Sojourn, and Reunion: The Dallas Review. Her
first monograph, Stories, 1986-88, is forthcoming from
Daylight Books in April.

teespring.com/stores/thin-line-fest

Happiness as
Expressed in

PIZZA

ERIN REEVES

Erin Reeves is a fine art photographer,
handmade book designer, and
photography instructor based in
the historic Deep Ellum district
of Dallas, Texas. She shoots both
digital and film and works primarily
in monochrome with a particular focus on infrared
photography. Erin frequently collaborates with her
husband, and co-owner of MakeShift Photography, Steve
Reeves.

Pizza, Hoagies, Salads,
Munchies, Dine-In,Take-Out,
Catering and much more!
facebook.com/MellowMushroomDenton

217 E. Hickory Street • Denton, TX 76201
940 - 323 - 1100
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HARRY GOAZ

American actor, artist, author and
contemporary photographer.

SIL AZEVEDO

Sil Azevedo is the Photography
Teacher at Fort Worth Country Day.
He directs Black and White Images,
an annual high school photography
exhibit and competition, now in its
32nd year running. Sil’s love with
photography started at age seven
when he was given a camera for Christmas, a Kodak
Instamatic 133. In high school he discovered the darkroom
and spent every free minute shooting and developing.
Architecture and Design school followed. He immigrated to
the US in 1991 and continued to develop his photographic
skills. He started shooting professionally in 1999 and
produced editorial work for local and national publications
while running his commercial photography studio in Dallas.
In 2004 Sil was invited to create the photography program
at Parish Episcopal School in North Dallas, including a
state of the art darkroom and digital lab. His students won
numerous local and national awards. Sil’s work has been
shown in several collective and solo exhibits. He went
around the world in 2016 and documented his travels
through photographs and notes. He is currently working on
a book project from his travels. His images can be seen at
his website, silazevedo.com.

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Daniel Rodrigue (Board Member)
Joshua Butler (Board Member)
Al Key (Board Member)
Steve Reeves
Tammi Paul

All awards are selected by a jury of industry
and community representatives.

awards

FILM
Best Feature Documentary
Presented by Panavision

This award is presented to the most engaging and
relevant feature-length documentary. It must be
technically and creatively well-rounded. The filmmaker
will receive a $15,000 rental credit with Panavision.

Best Short Documentary
Presented by Panavision

This award is presented to the most engaging and relevant short documentary.
It must be technically and creatively well-rounded. The
filmmaker will receive a $5,000 credit with Panavision.

Best Domestic or
International Documentary
Presented by Panavision

This award is presented to either the best Domestic or the Best International
feature documentary. If the overall Best Documentary
is a domestic film then this award will go to the best
international film. The award is chosen by a jury using the
same artistic criteria as the Best Documentary Awards.
The filmmaker will receive a $5,000 rental credit with Panavision.

Emerging Documentarian Award
Presented by Panavision

This award recognizes exceptional talent exhibited
by one artist in documentary filmmaking. The award
is chosen by a jury using the same artistic criteria as
the Best Documentary Awards. The filmmaker will
receive a $5,000 credit with Panavision.

Best Denton Documentary

This award is presented to the film that best represents the people and places of
Denton County. The filmmaker will receive a prize valued at $500.

Best Student Documentary

This award is given to the best short documentary film
by a university student. The filmmaker will receive a
prize valued at $500.
OTHER JURY AWARDS TO BE PRESENTED AT THE AWARD
CEREMONY ON SUNDAY, MARCH 29 AT 8PM
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FILM PRESENTED BY

BART WEISS is an award-winning filmmaker, educator and director/
founder of the Dallas VideoFest. He produces “Frame of Mind” on KERA
TV and is a producer and host of the podcast the Fog of Truth. Bart is
an associate professor at the University of Texas at Arlington where he
teachers film and video. He currently writes for Student Filmmaker and
TheaterJones.com

FARHAD MOHAMMADI is an award-winning documentary producer and
editor based in Chicago who studied film at NYU and ICP. Fading Portraits
world premiered at Thin Line (2019), going on to win several awards
including Best Foreign Film (Docutah) and the Osaka’s Governor Award
(Kadoma Film Festival.) Farhad’s projects often highlight the role of art and
artists in authoritarian societies.
SUZANNE DOOLEY is a long time veteran of the film and television
industries. She started as a child actor and moved into production, as
a P.A. Production Coordinator, Production Manager, and Producer She
has worked for the Australian Broadcasting Corporation, the BBC and
PBS, amongst others. She is a Past President of Women in Film/Dallas,
creating the Grants and Scholarship program to help promote the role of
women in the industry.
ELENA RODRIGUEZ, born in North Texas, went to school at St. Louis’
Washington University then moved to New York City to pursue an
artistic career. Elena continued studies for an MFA in painting after
working briefly in film post production. After a decade away from the
Lone Star State, Elena moved to Rockport, Texas where she became
Managing and Creative Director of the Rockport Film Festival in
2015. She currently lives in Corpus Christi, where she maintains an
active studio practice.
JOE BROWN is an Assistant Professor of Media, Film & Journalism
Studies at the University of Denver. His documentary work focuses on
social and environmental issues. Joe is also the Vice-President of the
University Film & Video Association (UFVA). Learn more about Joe’s
work at: www.wolfpatrolfilm.com

JASON A. RASCHEN is an award-winning Film Producer and a permanent
fixture in Houston independent film scene. His films has been selected at
numerous film festivals all over the world. He also host the podcast “The
B-Roll”. He currently serves on the Board of Southwest Alternate Media
Project (SWAMP).
LAUREN CATER is a documentary filmmaker and an Assistant Professor
at Middle Georgia State University. She is alumni of the University of North
Texas where she received her BA and MFA in film. Lauren’s documentaries
have been screened and earned recognition nationally in film festivals and
conferences. She is currently in production on a feature, “The Caregivers”,
focusing on caregiving youth in the south.
MAREK DOJS, artist and professor, splits his time between producing
creative work and guiding students in their own storytelling through digital
cinema. He is the chair of the Communications Program at the University of
Mary in Bismarck, North Dakota, where he has been teaching since 2014.
Marek earned his MFA from the University of North Texas in Denton and a B.A.
in History and Communications from the University of St. Thomas in Houston.
ANDY LAVIOLETTE is a Denton-based cinematographer and co-owner of
a boutique production company called Mr. Magic Carpet Ride Productions
(MMCRP) with his wife, Christi. The company has released numerous music-related films since 2006 that have been distributed all over the world and
collectively viewed over 100 million times on the web. Since 2017 Andy has
also maintained a full-time position as Senior Video Editor for Shutterstock,
Inc., a leading entity for stock video, imagery, and music.
DEANNA W. TITZLER, a native of San Diego, is Director of Public Relations
at Texas Woman’s University. She served as associate producer of last year’s
Thin Line Best Denton Documentary Mack Minded. She enjoys films that
highlight the role women have played in history, especially in the science and
technology fields.
GENENE MURPHY has been a fan of films since she took her first film class
in college. She has been to every Thin Line Festival since it started and loves
that the films are all documentaries. A Dentonite for decades, she rarely
misses an opportunity to support the lively local arts scene.
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WWW.

DAVID WILLIAMSON is a retired sociology professor from Denton. After
college he lived or worked in eight African countries over more than 30 years.
While on faculty at UNT he led and taught in a master’s program for Orthodox
Jews, making 40 trips to Jerusalem over a period of 20 years.

NEFIN DINC is Assistant Professor in Media Arts and Design at James
Madison University, holding a Masters degree on Media and Culture from
John Logie Baird Centre, Stratclyde University, Glasgow and a MFA degree
on documentary filmmaking from University of North Texas. She served as
Project Director of the Youth Filmmaking Project, teaching young Turkish
students how to make short films on democracy and human rights. Nefin
is now working on “Antoine the Fortunate”, a documentary film on WWI
in the Ottoman

VISIT OUR ONLINE PHOTO GALLERY ANYTIME!
THINLINE.US

FILM JURORS
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Every lens tells a story.
Find the right one for yours.
Cheers to the storytellers.

www.panavision.com
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